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Secret Montreal: An Unusual Guide Philippe Renault Hent PDF Forlaget skriver: Let Secret Montreal guide
you around the unusual and unfamiliar. Step off the beaten track with this fascinating Montreal guide book
and let our local experts show you the well-hidden treasures of an amazing city. Ideal for local inhabitants
and curious travellers alike. The places included in our guides are unusual and unfamiliar, allowing one to

step off the beaten track. Now in it's fourth edition, Secret Montreal features 120 secret and unusual locations.
Inside Secret Montreal - An unusual guide : A giant crane in a supermarket, a portrait of Mussolini in

LittleeIealy, Canada's only Coadaist temple, a monument to the world's strongest man, wrestling in a church,
surfing on the Saint Lawrence River, a giant milk bottle, a gas station built by famous architect Mies van der
Rohe ... and much more. Don't miss - Each chapter of this Secret Montreal - An unusual guide, corresponds to
a different part of the city so that you can always find a hidden or secret place to discover. Perfectly planned
walks - Make sure that you don't miss any Secret location, by discovering each one featured in this guide by

planning a walking tour of each neighbourhood.
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